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The Tests: An Overview

*

HUB is an experimental computer-based system, designed.to address

communication problems in the modeling process. Ovet the next two years,

'we plan to test and evaluate the HUB system with a number of user groups.

In testing out our design, we want to see how HUB addresses.comnunication

problems among model builders and between builders and users, as*well as

problems in documentation and validation. We know that HUB in practice

will differ from HUB in theory. In practice,,many unexpected piroblems and
.

concerns are bound to arise- -technical problems of system design or specific

effects of HUB on group communication.

Before presenting HUB to user groups, we have been testing its capabil-

ities in a series of structured tests. The object of these pretests is,two-
.

fold: to exercise the system and to identify gulling questions.for.the field

tests. The structured tests range from artificial games to real-world prob-
.

lems. While they do not address modeling problems per ser, tile activities

were all chOsen with modeling and communications issues in mind.

1:

1

In order to best all of th submodules, we selected four different ac-

tivities. In the first test,Wh_ch focused on the use of the program work-

Space, a woup leader taught other participants about a programming language

called LISP. , The'leader had to tun the LISP system and lead a group discussion

about it in the comment mode. The types of coommunication patterns produced

might easily occur among model builders or between mo-del builders and users.

The second test looked again at the use of the program workspace. This time,.

the topic was a group demonstration and discussion of the NETED editing pro-
.

gram. The /third test uslita simUlation game called idventure, which re-

quired the1 ,use'of both a PLANET conference and the program workspace. Play4

ing the game created a sequence of activities'and oorresponding communi-

cation patterns that might also occur among model builders. The fourth

best involved using the document workspice. Three Institute staff members

attempted to write a paper, "4004 Futures for Teletext and Videotex in the



,U.S.',"* using HUB's system for documentation. Again, the kind of comorquni7

cation needed to write this paper jointiy'might be similarlD 04:kind

needed to document a model'or to produce a formal report.

All but one of our tests were carried out in synchronous mode, and

all took place in a relatively short period. Also, all participants were,

located'at the Institute for the Futu e. In field'tests involving model-

ing groups, participants will most li 444 be geographically separated, and
corkminication is more likely to be asynchro ous. Therefore, communication
patterns may be quite different from those observed here.

.1

We drew participants for all these structured.tests from the Institute

staff in order.to implement this preliminary testing of HUB in an efficient
way. Not only were willinggusers immediAely at hand, but the staff members

0
represented a Variety of disciplinary backgrounds and different degrees of
familiarity with HUB--and computer conferencing in general. Therefore, we
could expect to see a variety of different reactions in these tests. Most'

important,.however, was that we could easily arrange synchronous participa-
.

tion. In these tests, the participants remained in their separate offices,

with their own terminals, but they were 41 using HUB at the same time.
Mop

In exercising the system in tkis' manner, we.have uncovered a number of

technical and design problems--which we eAtected, although not in the forms
they assumed. The attempt to write "4004 FAtures for Teletext" using the

HUB system resulted in major changes An the software design of.the document
workspace. The Advepture run revealed a minor prOblem in the instructions

for adding a program to the program workspace.. Another technical problem
appeared in all of the tests in the program workspace that required a change
in the computer code. The pretests, then, resulted in important design
changes.

A1

Realizing that these structured tests are both artificial and limited,
we have tried not to generalize too much from a small sample.. Yet they have
triggered important questions. How would communication patXerns differ when

*Robert P.'PluAmer, Robert Johansen. Michael J. Nyhim, and P. G4 Ho1ml8V,
"4004 Futures for Teletext Ad Videotex in the U.S.," IEEE Transacti,ons on
-Consumer Electronics, Vol. CE-25, no. 3, July 1979.
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members-0f the uder:group§ came fYom difgerent inetitutions

'did not knog.i.each other on a personal level? What patterns

under asynchronous. Conditiona? HoW muCh werp the attitudes

tions:29f our participants knfluenced by Ole fact-tbat HUB is an Institute'
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*

'and perhaps

might emerge

and ekpepta-

Project?

. ,

The guiding-

4.
1

questions'we have identif1ed.f9f the field tests antici-
. i N

.
pate the possibility4of diffbrept reactions frdfiv,future user groups. 'Our..

analysis of theae strtictured tests.and theinsights ige.have gained frOm
.

,, .
them wilf.influence the direcf4on of Oi.* resea'rch over-the next two years.. 0
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the -corranunicaitilitein, palternsIn this report, we describe and. analyze
vealed in 003 liructured tests. -Our

. . .

patterns is.the cOfference transCript

.414:
.

ire Of .-data ,about'ijthese
'`s: Sint* each. Conterende, involved .

three or more particApants, several tran§cripts were,availableVOPan-
We chose to alialyze the.ithree most complete, transcripts-A.0i eich' test. . ,

Although vie did not solicit oi.dollect iesponses in any dystematic fashioa,*
swe also received several .160inments front participantS.:

.-
..

" We have developed a method.of transcript analysis tailored to th e .'
.;,.. . ..

. . ...
. ,

4 .. 1structured testg. We decOled nott-o' use. tiie form of conteiit analysis thtt ., . , \
looks at each message or line 1% tetms'of predetermingdicategor,les 9f.

. c0mmunication, for) several reasons. Firet, it mcly"be di4'4tiuit for two or
,

, -. 4 .
,.t. ,,-,,,.. ..

.. .more'analysts to ,decide what the preci4e defi4iion of Categpries like
7

,"procedural" or "prAleM-solving" messages should bew../Seced, if they do
settle on a definition, it may be so precise thatAt cid-pnly describe a,
very-limited set of messages.' Third, it cs difficult tO apply these cate-

. . .gonies consisiently since subtle changes in.the oontent of a dategorrgyan&
. in-the flow of communication, occur oonstantly.

We have chosen instead a form of analysis that,gives us a broad over-...
vie.' of the total process of oommunication in a conference.4 Part of this
overview entails looking at the context in which all HUB carimunication
takes place. The hardware is more than a part of the setting; it helps to
shape the.content of the ccomunication as well. In order to pse HUB, a
person needs a telephone' and a terminal. Simply dialing a nuMber connects
the user via TELENET with the PDP-l0 computer at Beranek and Newman 1

in Boston , where HUB resides .

The use of this hardware imposes certain conditions on conmunication.
Any information conveyed through the' system must be typed; therefore no
visual cues or other nonverbal information will add to the understanding
of a m41111Ikge. Typing also slows the pace of information exchange.

A

!".
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,B*cause paper-pxinting terMinals wereOlsed in all these structured tests,
..

: .
,,

,. . each,Oerson.réceived.an immediate printout, whichkprovided a record of'the
..wy

...- conferende::: ,

Zil'°;.4 . . f::
,

% .,
in analyzip9the transcripts;, we can view-the content of a conference

... ,

,, A- a series:43i phases, in a \developmental scheme. We divAded the transCripts
:: -.

-

.0.f.Ahe tests intonubbered entiiese which we disting4shed according t6 the'.' .

.-..

',..' source.WtheOinformptiont...,ForinStance, two consecutive'measages from the .
.,,-. .

..,
same person or.prialtvigere counted as bine continuous entry. The appearance

-,....
: ..

or, A message,that was not from,th,at s pdrson or 'program marked a. new
. _ .

erlry.' :A sequeride of,entries (e.g. , 1 0) forms a phase:
,

. 1m each'entry or seguence of entries in a phase, we wanted to describe

;

. ,

multiple facets of communication and to select facets that. were'particu-.

-larly relevant to these conferences. After-reading over the available

'anscripts, we could distinguiSh four dimensions of communication:
. \ i

Directionality \...,

.,1A' .
41. Social interaction ,

e° Task orientation
,

.
Reflection :

,4,
A ,

A

tit-exploring the direction of communication, we want to know who is

4

. *interacting with whom, or .What!, in the case of a program. This study of
.

irectionality can serve as"the basis for a network analysis of the confer-

. ence. The social dimension of communication involves processes of group

Organization and individual role'definition. Social relations devefop not

4,onay among participants bUt between the participants and the programs as

well. The task-oriented dimension of comMunicati7n invplves the accomplish-

ment of tasks. 'Both the.participants and the program are engaged in defin-

ing specific loroblems, goals, and methods. A fourth dimension of communica-
,

tion may or may not be involved: reflective comments show bow the partici-

pants perceive their Own interactions with each other and with,the computer

system. In these structured tests, reflection is a human expression.only.
.

Participants often comment on,their own communicatOn patterns; the progwns

do not.

These dimensions of tommunication are distinct only in an analytical
.

sense. In any message, be it froM participants or a program, the first

9
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three dimensions of communication'are expressed simultaneously.

.. ,For each preliminary test, we.examined one transcript. atee time. We

. divided the transcriptintO entries and then destribed each entry .in'term10'
4

of the four different dimensions of communication. .After 11.three'tran--4

escripts of a conferencehad been described, we,pompared themsto find phases
1 common to all. We found that in any one coaferepce4 'eaph partibIpant4s

transcriptdi,fferedslightlyfrOmtheotherW.yarialtionin_the number of
'entries o'n.& transcriptiyas Caused by the extra procedural pteps dertain-
participants would take to run a program becorrect a mistake. 'Also,

'mg

because partipipants.typed-and sent messages at 'different times; they re-
,cerVed massages and prograa information in slightly diferent sequences.-

,

The developmental scheme of the.series of phases provides an overview.
)1.of the process of-communication in each conference. We did not set out to

look for Any4universal stages of group development in cOmputer conferencing
or to impose theories posit a set pattern of group phases.* Instead, we
tried to find processes unique to each computer conference situation, each
with its own context, participants, and taske at hand. When we study a
series of phases, a picture emerges of the development and change in com-
m4nication patterns over time. We will now examine each*of the tests more
closely.

*Such theories have been presented by Balds, Bich, Schutz, Parsons,
Mockman, Mann, and others. For aNsummary, see,A. Paul Hare,itandbook of sSmall Group Research, New York: "The Free Press, 1976.

. . ,
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The Tests: A Closei:Look

1 ,

a
I.

-
Whjkle the structured tests dAyeldp differently, the first two phases

are the same in all of them. °Phase I involves GAINING ACCESS to the net-.

'work (TELENET), HUB, and the subbYsteum.of HUB. At the social level, the

first phase is characterized by a one-to-one communication pattern*bdtween

the user and the computer system,. At the task-oriented level, each user. .

faces the problem of gaining access to some computer program. Two differ- 1

ent variations of this general liattern appear.
l'h

Subphase A begins.at the social level with,a rote exchange between the

user and TELEgET. Each person must give and receive fititm TELENET a predeter-

mined sequence of coded-information. Every user supplies the same type of,
8.

information. While the user may or may.not understand what this code means,

he or she does understand its significance at the task-oriented level:(with*

it access to the desired activity is impossible. The information must be

given correct,l.y and in the right sequence.

t*

Subphase B begins when the usbr ;gives the command to run HUB. Unlike

u Subphase A, Subphase B giVes theoWser the illusion of a social context.

Therefore, this communication is quasi-social.in nature. Also in contrast

to Subphase A, this exchange is in English rather than code, 11n question-end-

P answer form rather than rote response, and in personalized rather than deper-

sonalized form. The user is asked'to state his or'her o!on name and set a

personal password. At the task-oriented level, the goal of establishing per-

sonal identity is to gain access to HUB activities. NUB prints out'what ac7

tivities are available in the different workspaces. The user then must chOose

whin one he or she wants to join by entering the number of that activity.

Phase II is called INTRODUCING THE ACTIVITY AND THE GROUP. . it the social,

leml, communication takes place Onil; between the user andlthe program of

the chosen workspace. Thereford, as in Phase I, the exchange establishes a

one-to-one relationship between the user and the ecomputer system. Unlike

Phase I, however, the program dominates the interaction and strves ,to

gi

S



introduce and coordinate the group aibiind a specific aOtivi4. The program
i

introduces the name of the adtivity in the workspace; it lists, the names of"
#all participantS and tells which ones.are present. At the tasX-oriented.

level, Phase II.is'distinct from Phase I because it involves the 'problm Of

group introduction and coordination rather than individual acCess.
.10

After,Phase II, each test unfblds in a difTerent'series of phases.

There is one featUte.of HUB, h0ver, that begins-in Rhase III and'contin-
- 4ud% tb ifVear in the fialowing phases of all the conferences. This feature

-
is programmed into all workspaces'in HUB. For each participanv, the pro-

gram prints out who is currentlir typing, joining, or Leaving the OnferenCe.
.

Therefore, it provides an update of all participants' activities. A the
# .

social ievel, this-update allows each"participant to anticipate pther par- .

4

ticipants' messages. It'also serves to coordinate group commulaioatlson by

giving each participant an overall view. Of group interaction. These updates

appear continuously from phase III to the end of a conference.

We have presented the analysis of each test by first giving a surrenary.
" b

of the subject of the test and an mieririew orsits phases: This brief sum-

mary page is 'followed by two graphs:, one illustrates the number.of entries

in each phase; the other gives our analySis of the network of communication

in the test. Finally, a detailed content analysis of each 'phase describes

the social, task-oriented, and reflective dimensions Of'interaction.

ftvw
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LEARNING, Asout :LISP

.
'PA

LISP is a prograMing4p.Allguage used for'various. projects investigating-.
artificial intelligence. Tpis tanguagedeals primarilpwith symbolic infor-
mation. We decidect,that onb staff memberWould try.to teach LISP,to 'several'
others:usin'g. alp. XDU'insiruction.wOuld sirve as a structured test ot.theT `

kinkof communicationAatterns.thgt.might develop when modelinfIgroups ussd
."the erolyram.4orkspaere.0"the LISP system fpnctions as a ''command intrpret6r:

That is, it.is an itleractilie system that accepts commands from the user) ,

,executes them, anclputputs-ths-xesatsq.use.this system in.the Program-L
;Arkspace,,a program called IISP, was creatsd. Its clnly.job was to activate'
the LISP system. In, particular, thisAbst applies tcltraining in,the use,
of. a-modeling program. 'In.this*test, the organizer of:the-sessOil added
the program LISP Co the wc;rkspaCe. it When the 6,112earticipan'ts' entered RUB,

4.hOiscussed LISP wah them in the coirunen't mode'and then ran ,theyrogram to
iffuStrate its problem-soiVihg'capabilities. _Only the organizer Could run
and live commands to the ptogram. The -others Were "looking over hip shoul-
der" andeommenting on the tun. ,

'71;7: 4
-

'-LEARNI G ABOUT LfsP took place at the
1979 130 v.m., Four çathtIQJiants were inVolved.
analyzed. The test lastedtpprOximately two hours.

.;

Institute f9F the Future on..May 22,

Three transcripts were

PHASE I

PHASE II

. 4.
4- 4

.

GAINING _ACCSS.

INTRODUCtNG THE ACTIVITY AND THE GROUP

PHASE III LEARNING ,LIUGH LECTURES .

The OrganiAer dominates communication as he' lectures
about LISP. He takes the role of teacher And others
.fall into the corresponding. role Of-student; ,sommuni
cation ls slow'and tedious:

TRANSITION., TAKIeF'A BREAK

PHASE. IV

40

PHASE V

SOLVING'PROHLEMS ,USING THE &RAM
.iihe organizer runs the aogram'to show how LISP can
be'used"o solve problems. Other participants address
a few-questions. and comMensts to the organizer but not_
to 'inch other. . ,t

TESTING THE GROUP
. The or.gaiiizeOives the-gi7oup.a quiz cin LISP, which
'increases group participAtion. Ate,group'S responses

. puchest that they:do. not, fully uftderstand.LISP.

,

PHASE VI -WRAAPING IT UP ,

The organiier deoldes.that th..e \session should end.
,TUe others tacitly a§ree.

.1
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TEST 1

LEARNING ATUT.LISP

PHASE I. GAINING ACCESS

Rote exchange with TELENET/COMPUTER.

TELENET
415, DK9

TERMINAL..T165

@c .617 20c

61.7 20C4 CONNECTED

BBN-TENEX 1.34.40, BBN-SYSTEM-C EXEC 1.54.56
@LOG SIMMS
(ACCOUNT *)

JOB 28 ON TTY160 16-APR:79 17:35 '

PREVIOUS LOGIN: 16-APR-79 17:34
[JOBS 7, 29, 36 ALSO LOGGED IN UNDER SIMMS]

Quasi-social exchange WIth HUB.

@HUB

Welcome.

Please typ e your last name and then,strike the CR key

McPherson

Pleate set a hree character patswo4d.

- Mac

good. Are you using a terminal that prints on paper'?

- Yes

Thank you.

You may attend any one of the following.Activities.
Planet Conferences:
* 1 Demonstration conference

. Program Workspaces:

2 Learning about LISP
Please type, the number of.the activity you wish to join. Alo

4'

# 2 r.



PHASE II. ,INTRODUCING THE ACTIVITY AND.THE GROUP

When the participants, choose the activitV "Learning.about LISp," HUB,

takes them directly to the'program workspace. Aside.from the gelieral func-

tions of this phase, the program workspace also introduces theespebific.pro-

, gram being run, LISP, amid the organizer who is running LISP.

r [Comment 1] ',Porte (Org) .

.

. - f'ii begin-by telling you a little about 'the programming language LISP.
- It was invented by John McCarthy (then of MIT, pow of Stanford) 'for
use in various projects investigating artificial inteltigence. He
wanted a language that dealt primarily with SYMBOLIC information,
rather than languages like FORTRAN or BASIC, whih deal primarily
with numeric information. LISP has some very interestimfeatures
that distinguish it from almost all other languages.

44

PHASE III. LEARNING THROUGH LECTURES

Social. The organizer immediately assumes the role
4
of.group leader.

,

The group apparently recOgnizes and accepts his authority because he is the

only one'who'knows about LISP. The leader dominates this phase ofthe in-
.

6

struction, lecturing about LISP. ,Therefore, he also takes the role of tea-

cher. To complement this tole, the other group members begin to act like

students listening to him and occasionally Asking him questions. The Organi-
.

zer's messages are directed to the group as a whole or.to the participantiwho

has addressed him. The other group members tend to address theif messages

only.to the organizer ond not to each other.

4'

Task=oriented. The purpose of this structured test is for the organi-

zer to teach the programming language LISP to several colleagues. He de-
.

fines the basic elements of LISP and outlines the method needed to use this

language. He presents this information in the form of,a lecture,,with par-

ticipants interrupting to ask for concrete examples of toiling LISP. They also

want to know: "What can I do with it?" The organizer Aver really answers
,

this question. He puts it off, insisting that the purpose will'be evident
.

later. Still, hivetudents' frustration shows in their attempt to bring up

the question mom. than,once. The degree of-comprehension cif thestudents in

this phase'is difficult.to aSsess. At least they understand ough to ask
lr. .

questions.

6
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KOmment 71 Pbrter(Org)
4 NOW let me tellsyou aboUt lists. A Ilit
.:,,enclosedifn pArenthses, with the-elements
,blanks..One thing that can be an element

- So here is a simple.list:
(A B C)

The List has 3 elements and the order of
Thus (B C A).Js'npt.4,thei same

vi ..

Now joining: Simms

is a group of elements
separated by one or more
is any atom.

h

he elements is significant.
A

I.

Reflective. Irhe organizer recognized that,communication is slow: He
0 t

wants to keep messages short in order to speed up interaction. He also re-

marks that he should have typed in all introdudtory material before the con-

ference actually began. The lecture-style, introduction has been long and

tedious, particularly for the other participants..

.

Throughout this phase, and all other phases 'of the conference, the pro-

gram workspace provides its usual updates on participant activity.

TRANSITION: TARING A BREAK

The organizer, who must attend to other .duties,,simply leaves his ter-.

minal and keeps the program' running. The other participants log out of the

system. At the social level,.this sequence of events reflects the degriee to

which 2roup interaction depends upon .the organizer. he other group members

do not continue to interact with each other over"the sistem. At the task-

oriented level, the learning process is interrupted.

(Comment 20] Porter(Org) I.
. Brief time out--Bob is on the phone and wants cp talk to me and Mike.

-
it , .

,

Now Leaving: Simms

Now typing: Andrews

The participants reenter the conference.. They go through Phase 1 and

Phase 11 again.
e

v



PHASE IV. SOLVING PNOW.MS'USING THE PROGRAM

Social. The orgAnizer again is the focus of,the communicationkprocess

A 10f 12 comments, 7 are made by the Organizer). He directs his messages -

,

either to the group as 4 whole in order to explain features of,LISP or to

the program in order to demonstrate how LISP works. In this direct inter-i

action with the other participants, the organizer assumes the role of tea-
t

cher. The program has the-role of problem-solver. It.is quite clear that-
.

the organizer is in oontrol.of the piogram and not vice versa. While as a

teaching tool the program presehts a structure, it determines neither the

Over nor the direction of the organizer's communication. Meanwhile, the

other memb rs of the group retain their student role. They ask the organ er

about the of certain terms and about,certain responses given by the pro-
.,

gram. They continue to address their comments to the organizer and not to

each other.

Task-oriehted. The organizer now uses LISP to solve certain problems.
&b.

He suspends the comment mode and communicates directly with the program,

which prompts him for a statement. the organizer responds by typing in a

LISP expression, and .the program then prints out the value of the expression.

Although thd organizer explains the value to-the group, their questions about

definition of terms and program logic indicate that the group does not thor-

oughly understand LISP yet.

[cOmment 22] Porter(Org)

Now I'll go into Lrsp and try a few'CAR's..Nott6e.that after the
system promptscme with - , I just type an expression, and it auto-

- maticallyLevaldates it and gives me the value.

(1

ResuMing program
(CAR '(A B))
A .

-(CAR Y Z))

X

'(((Xi)) 4

( (x))

-(CAR *

Now joining: Stmms/(glAR '((A 8)) )

(A 8)

-(CAR (A B))
utd.f.

A

e-

Qt"



Suspending program

.[Comment 23) .POrter(Org)
1 .

- The lines beginning with - aFe the Ones I typed (We missed the first
- the value of the expression follows.on the next line. The last example

- shows what.happens if we leave off the quote; u.d.f. means unbound

1,function--it's telling us that A is not defined as a function, so it
-- doesn't know.how to evaluate (A B). Cet me know when you've caught up.
- to this point, Any questions?

Reflective. One participant tells the others she has line noise. She

'logs out and logs in again going through initial TELENET and HUB access phases.

PHAE V. TESTING THE GA)UN

Social. The organizer maintains his role as leader and teacher by de-

ciding what process of learning LISP is the best: a quiz. .The "students" ,

follow his lead. The frequency of their communication is higher than in

Phase IV (of 27 comments, 19 are made by the group members, and only 8 by

the organizer). The organizer gives the participants I great deal of approval

for correct answers and thus encourages responses. The group members con-

tinue to direct their messages to the organizer. At the end of the quiZ,'

two participants make statements to the.group that indicate a feeling of

competitiveness. One group member misses two comments completely because

. they fail to appear on her.transCript. Consequently, she misses a quiz ques-

tion and sees only a series 5z)f non sequiturs for a while. The prograt con-

tinues to play the role of emblem-solver.

[Comment 50] Porter(Org)
- NoK here's your next quiz question:
- What combination of CAR$ and or CDRs can be applied to (X Y 2) to'
- give the value Y?

Task-oriented. The organizer decides to quiz his students on the LISP

logic they have learned. He introduces the first quiz question without a
't

formal wakning. Two students give correct answers; one gives an incorrect

answer. At least two participants seem to havp understood, although perhaps '

-) superficially, the LISP instruction. Throughout the quiz, however, all partiT

cipanbs aik the organizer for clarifications; One question is unintelligible

. .
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to, the organizer; he says the Content,is unclear and leitoirthe question drop,

The participant who asked the question tries to rephrase it, but ends by'

canceling the text. 'Another participant also cancels one* her questions.

perhaps due to uncertainty about the legitimacy of the qaestioh.. These can-
.

cellations show that two members of the group were unsurkabout their grasp

of LISP .and.that this uncertainty was hot communicated to the teacher.

Reflective. At the reflec6.ve level, one participant recognizes that t

line noise causes the incorrect printing of symbols in LISP. Thie noise,

she sees, is the source of some of her confusion about.LSP.

PHASE VI. WRAPPING

f/

Soqa1.. The organizer still controls group communication. He suggests

that they wrap up this session and begin again tomorrow afternoon. The other

members tacitly agree. Without cOmment, they Jog out. Leaving involves an-

other rotle exchange with the,program workspace and HUB. The organizer has

the longest exchange, as he requests special services.

(Comment 623 Porter(Org).

- Maybe we'll wTap'this up for now at'id have another session tomorrow
afterncon. I'll be able to show you more of the language now that we

- have gotten these.preliminaries out of the way'. Go ahead and log out,
- then I'll store ihe transcript. Cheers.

Now leaving: McPherson, Simms

Now typing: AndreWs

Task-oriented. The group now deals only with the problem of leaving

the system. Each member leaves without instructions or discussion. They

apparently know the necessary procedures. Only one meMber has difficul,

commuilicating with the'program. The organizer moves frac the program wdrk-
.

space back to HUB. When HUB asks him if he wishes to:store the transtript,

he respOnds, "Yes." He also asks to review the last comment and then'leaves...
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TEST 2

NETED: LEARNING ABOUT THE EDIT=

NETED is a simple-, lide-oriented editing program controlled by a wide
variety of commands. 'Teaching NETED to staff members was chosen as a struc-
tured test in4brder to experiment again With the use of the program work-
space in HUB. Thie activity of simultaneously running and discussing 4 pro- '

gram would probably be a very common occurrence in any modeling effort. /the'
'organizer of this session entered the workspace and typed out all.his intro- .

ductor information before other participants had arrived. He ran the NrkED
prOgr o demonstrate most.of its editing features and he suspended the pro-
gram t d group ,discussions. In the program workepace, only one person
at a t an run the program; the others can observe and comment.

.

fl

LEARNING ABOUT THE EDITOR took, place at'the Institute for the Future on
May 22, 1979 at 4:18 p.m. Three participants were prepent. All three tran-
scripts were analyzed. 'The test lasted approximately one hour andten min-
utes.

PRASE I

PHASE II

GAINING ACCESS

INTRODUCING THE ACTIVITY AND THE GROUP

PHASE III SETTING THE SCENE
The organizer coMes into the workspace and enters
introductory material just prior to the other parti-
cipants' entry. When the others come ip, they see
these messages.

olo

*
PHASE IV LEARNING THROUGH'IJECTURES AND DEMONSTRATIONS

The organizer describes NETED by lecturing mid run-
'ning'the NETED program 'to demonstrate SPecific fea-'
tures..' Other part ipants make only a few comments.

PHASE V TESTING THE GROUP
The organizer gives a quiz on NETED, which increases
the other group members' level of participation.
'They direct all their Messagesp'however, only fo the
organizer and not tO eabh other.

PHASE VI pkANNING IT ilETTER NEXT TIME 4
The organizer decidgs that the session should end;
things are moving slowly. Participants comment'
that it would be easier to learn if t4ey could run
the`program theiselves and Aork with only One fea-
ture at a time to avoid information overload.

6
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NETip: LEARNING ABOUT d,THE EIATOR
r,

-
.7 a

4.

PAASE I. GAINING ACCESS

Rote Occhange with,TELENWCOMPUTER.
4

Quasi-social eichange wi,th HUB and the program workspace.

PHASE II. INTRODUCING THE ACTIVITY AND THE GROUP

Once participants enter the activity, Oe workspace begins to provide

participant activity updates for each user.

Porter(Org) is runnihg,the program,NETED. Do you wish to see the run also?

- Yes

NETED [4] run by Porter(Org) 22-May-79 7:181eM

Porter(Org), Sanchez are present.

PHASE III. SETTING THE SCENE

Social. The organizer enters the workspace and types in several messages,

which the other participants receive as sooh as they enter the worki;pace.

Task-driented. The organizer's comments consist primarily of fntroduc-

ing the participants to NETED. He provides backgrgund material on what the

program is and what it Is designed tlp do.
,

[Comment 1] Porter(Org)

NETED is a simple, line-oriented text editor. "Line-oriented" means that
. the text being edited is thought of as consisting of LINES, rather than
pages, paragraphs, or whatever. NETED is.controlled by the use Of simple
commands. Some are Just a -single letter, such as the command T,,which
means move to the top of the file. It is Useful to think of the editor
having a "pointes" which indicates the current position. Thus, after the
command the pointer is pointing to the top-(beginning)'of the text.'

S.

n* t,
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PHASE IV. LEARNING THROUGH LECTURES AND DEMONSTRATIONS

11,'

Social. Participant interaction during this. phase is basica144 limited

tp receiving information from the organizer. .The.,organizer provides An in-
. .

troductiOn to-the activity as the other participants remain passive, offer-,
.

ing onli perfunCtorycomments/questions in response to,the organizer's re-'

. -

quesi for acknowledgment.

.Task-oriented. The organizer provides participants with background in-

formation on how to dee NETED editing.featurk. He also demonstrates some

features by running the NETED program. Discussion proceeds much like a class-

room lecture presentation. The organizer prefients information and occasion-
0

ally participants ask questions or make comments.

[Comment 71Porter(0rg)
-1.411-go back to the program now.

*P 1 00,

(Top of file.)
Some words of wisdom:

Whoever has the gold makes the rules.
Pure drivel tends to drive out ordinary drivel.
End of file reached by 'P 100'

Reflective. One psrticipant acknowledges his grasp of the basic'prin-
,

ciples of using the editing.features. However, he indicates that:it wbad
0

take some time to Ipecome accustomed to using the program.

40

PHASE -TESTING THE GROUP

4P ,

Social. Communication now becomes more interactive; participants offdr

more comments and ask more questions about NETED.. The organizer responds to
4

each inquiry individualay, generally referring to the participant by name,.

Participants in turn direct their comments to the organizer; There are no
4!

comments that apPear to be,group reeponses--simply two sets of oneto-one

interactions between the organizer and each participant in turn. The two

participants'do not exchange comments.
, ,z 4

I,

4
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.

.Taak-oriented; At this iofht, tbe organizer begins,to -quiz the parti-
.

cipants on their,understanding of the previous mateFial. To ansWer hii

questions,- the participants must understand the mechanics of .using NgTED

features. The participants' responses are:hesitant or incorrect, indicat-

ing lack of.comprehension,

[comment 28-1 porter(Org)

Here's a quiz: what cOmmands would,l4t me change,"whoever" to "whom-
,

ever"?

[Comment 29] Nielsen,

Now typIng:' Porter(Org)

(Comment 30)4Perter(Org)
What I mean is, what'commands would I type in. Just typin
do it. ',

Now typing: Sanchez

[Comment 32] Nielsen
- *c /whoever/whomever/

NoW typing: SanChez; Porter(Org)

(Comment.33] Porter(Org)
I'll try your answer, Mike.

. 4

q wouldn't

Reflectivb. One participant expresses some confusion when one of her

:messages stops being printed in'mid -sentence4p 'The organizer and other par-
\

ticipants do not-tespond to her query.

FRAgE VI. Vuorrinlp IT-BETTER NEXT TNE
,

'Social. .The organizer abruptly indicates his intention to end the

session. His.rationale for ending the sessiOn is that things are moving a

'little slowly., Although the participants offer no Objections to this de-
.

cision, it is clear that theY did not take part in the decision-making pro-

ceSt.

;
4.



(Comment 46) Porter(Org)

1.
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4'

Thinss a're a bit slow--why don't we° call it a day. Tomorrow or the next
day, we'll try it-again,- but this time with'one of YOU running/the".-edi-

;'. tor and me hboking over your shoulder (electronically). t

'fntsk -oriented. The participants' subsequent comments indicate that they'

are,still not very well versed in using NETED features. One participhnt-

asks the organizer,for a Olt cation regarding the last quiz question, for

which no correct answerAhas b n offered. The organizer answers'briefly-and

continues with directi64,07§the participants on how to leave the activity.

Reflective. Both the izer and the participants agree that the sea-
.

sion might have been handled ixva different way. One participant iridieates
,that learning NUTED features may require actual running of the program rither .

than watching as someone else demonstrates how.it is done. She feels that

offering too'many program features at once was.overWhelming and that working
,

,

yith one feature at a time may be more conducive to learning to use the 1):TO. I

gram.

[Col:trent 411 Sanchez .

OK. I think its a good Idea to work with the commands, one at a time
like you were doing. Havi.ng.the whole list print out-like that is
overwhelming. I think, you actually have to work with

.

4

,

1

4
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TiST 3. .

r ApVENTURE

*

r,

i

.4,"

4

.A4ventuore is a computeri4ame.' It Was use&as a structured test be:cause
.n

the program is interactive and 4Sefu1 in simulating.sitall groUp decision-4. .

Wcing.i...The communication'pattern.involve'd in th,ts decision-making might

'ig.r.S4
'easily take place in mode1h41 nf9xences. ITI4laying Adventure with a

'i group, two twilit of decision-mak g.were neCessary. The first type related
to'the problembf'choosing a-group leader. This interaction took place in
a PLANET conference Called Preparation for Aciverl:tureA Here the group had to.'
choose a'Ieader in order 4to.lolay the gdme. ,Only the leader could run and
giVe commands fb the game program. After a leader was chosen the group
moved to the prOgram workspace where ArCientUre was located. 'Then began the
eecond type of decision-making, which focused om task=oriented objectives.
The game progiamset up a number of problematic situations that required ttte.,
:.group to decide on,-an approOriate course of action. The leader would run
the Adventure, then suspend the prOgram and enter the Comment mode.to Poll

.

iher participants about their dhoices. The grpup had to reach° moon de-4

cision. Thei the leader resumed.tht program and gave the appr ate command.
7

, _

.,
.. Adventure was played at the Inatitute for the Future o pril 16, 1979.'

Tlve.participantS. were involvedand.three transcripts were alyzed. The

'game lasted approximately one an'a oneN -half hours. -
,

,
.

.

,0

1

, PHASE I 0 $6AINING ACCESS

:PHASE II INTRODUCING THE ACTIVITY AND THE GROUP
4 ;

PHASE III SETTING THE
Group receives instruc

'. not .online.

FORMING 7HE:GROWP
.

5.

from an organizer w)wo is

PHASE IV
Multiple and subleroles develop that reflectstaff

.(relationships. - Decision=making moves quickly. An implicit
leader suggeSts a leader.and everyone"agrees. A technical

.
expert urges gro* on to the game.

.
TROSITIOW. BREAKING OFF AND REENTERNG

ThewgrdUp moves to thdlimogram WOrkspace but e problem
arises, in running the, program.- The correction shows on
'only one transcript....

,4

PHASg V . GETTING ON THE.WITH GAME ,

-, "DeciSion-making is siow and tedious as'tb .leflder seejcs
unaamity.

1.

v

PHASE VI PHASING OUT.

-HA-systern ilifficultrWrises
leave the,: .game.'

4'

and grqup members give up and

,14
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TEST-3

ADVENtURE.

'PHASE I. GAINING.ACCESS

Rbte exchgnge With TELENET/COMPUTER.

Quasi-social exchange with.HUB.

PHASE II. INTRODUCING THE ACTIVITY 'AND THE GROUP

The title of the activity is:
preparation for the adventure

The participants in the activity are:

Simms McPhersen Porter
Andrews,

Porter, Andrews, Abrams are present.

- You have seen none of the 9 entries made so
the entry number at which you wishno begin.
to see any otothe past entries, strike only

ftc

SE III. SETTING THi SCENE

$ocial. 1ri this play of the game, the organizer actually online.
4

Three days before the play of the game, 'the di. aniiger enters-HUB A lealteS.

4.

far. Please indizete
If you dd not wish

the cR key.

instruction's about how to play the game. One group'member enteie NUB several'

houra.before.the,4aMe begins and ;eaves a CO nt,on thebe instructions.

Whekthey actually enter the game, bther Members of the group have varying

perceptions about with Whom they- are communicating:. the program or the per-
.

son. 'In anycase, whalever theybperceive as theisource of the message,'they,
f

all receive the lame set of messages in the same.order.

Task-orientaq. These messages from the organizer set a social task.

She tells the'meMbers -of theAroup to'introduce themselves and to choose a

group:leader. Then, she also.gives,instructions about the procedurei needed

to move'frdm the PLANET conference tdthe program workApace where the Adven-.

ture game program is located.



A

(1) SImms(Org) 13-Apr-79 11:03 %M
Welcome. I'm glad that all of.you adventurers could gathershere
on this foggy M?rning At) seek treasures and exciteillent.

(2) Simms(Org) 134.Apr79 11;04.AM
Before you begin your-adVenture,i would:like.all of YoU to introduce
yourselves to each other and say a few things about the skills you
brins to this expedition.

(4] Simms(Org) 13-Apr-79 11:07 AM
When you have chosen a leader, give him or her*a few minutes 1ead
to.get into the activity 2. Then the rest of you canJoin him/her, ,

there.' To.join acttvity 2, type control P, followed by join (activity)
2/. oriee you are there, you can talk to the leader at any time by sim-
ply typing your messages.

PHASE IV.. FORMING THE GROUP

\Social. Synchronous group communication begins at this point. Each
individual shows a certain style of communication related to his or her role
in group .process. The participant who has been chosen leader hesitadtly.ic-

cepts her role. She tends to send fewer messages than the others and indi-
.

cotes that,she is relying On the other group mdmbers Tor assistance. Through'
the frequency, aggressive tone, and directionaX content of his. mespages,
andther paYticipant assumes the role of an implicit'leader. Two other.parti-

cipants quickly accede to his suggestioné. The. content of their messages
shows sane impatience and eagerness to get on with the game. One of these
two participants assumes the role of technical expert. He tells other parti-
cipants what iprobedures are necessaryjn Hm..to move-aom one activity to
ardither.

k

You are up to date.

Now typing: Abrams

(10) Abrams ft-Apr-79 54:36 PM
I already have introduced myself. Let's get the show on the roadY

i.
(11) Andrews 16-Apr-75 5:36 PM
I still have not heard from McPherson or Porter. Hello Abrams.

Task-oriented. A decision-making process has begun. The implicit
4 *-

leader strongly suggests who thekleader 9f the group should be. The other
0.

4

41
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Ns.

A

participants seem to acCept his 'authority and concur with his suggestion.

A leader is cnotsen who coordinates`group introduction's bUi'who.has'no clear

' plan of action. The technical expert speaks up and Urges that the group

move on to the task. The otheromembers agree and follow his instructions.

A

Reflective: One member notices that there seems to be,an undue:amount

.of activity-going on. Why, she asks, is everyone typinq'at once?, In.face-
,

"to-face interactions such activity might imply a lack of group coordination;

while it is functional in a coMputer conference, it MaY seem confusing to a

IP0

newcomer-.

In this phase, the HUB update feature prints out Who is typing, joining,

or leaving the activity. This feature continues to appear throughout all

following phases.

TRANSITION: IQEAKIK OFF AND REENTERING

.6mmunicAtIon completely breaks down. Each participant succesSfully.

leaves th6 PLANET conference and moves to the program workspace. At this

point, however, the program" terminates because the instructions fo.run the

program had been entered incorrectly. ch participant,ii forced to log

out of the entire s1ystem. They must t en repeat the proPer sequence of en-

"try protocols described in Phase I and Phase II. (In the meantime, the or-
,

ganizer ha's beenOcalled in tO enter the correct instructions for,running

the program.
4

[24] Porter

Let's give Cynthia a couple of minutes to get into.the game, then
we can join her.

Andrews 1.s running the program adventure. Do;you wish to.see the run also?

- Yes

Adventure 11] run by Andrews, 16-Apr-79 5:42 PM

Andrews is present.

OPENF or RNAMF: file open
COMPATIBILIT9 LOCATION 1.703320
USER,LOCATION 62060
INSTRUCTION 256000000000

EXIT.
Ac

@
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(Comment 1] McPherson
- What was all that stuff I got as soon as I

exitcand control c?

I.

PHASE V. 'GETTING ON WITH THE GAME

olned7 Included was an

Finally, all participants have been able to get in 'and stay in'the pro-

gram workspace. They afe ready td play Adventure%

c ,

Social. The Adventure program takes a very human form; it directly ad-.

dresses a player in a conversational tone. ffhis program acts as both an ex-.,

pert and a guide, describing the nature of the game and telling how to use

the program. jn 'this game, only the leader coMmunicates directly with the

program. ,She gives the progkam the commands needed to play the game. The

particilonts ipend 'most of:their time communicating with each other. One
, participant leaves to take a break.

WELCOME TO ADVENTURE:1 WOULD YOU LIKE INSTRUCTIONS?
. Yes

SOMEWHERE NEARBY IS COLOSSAL CAVE, WHERE OTHERS HAVETOUND FORTUNES IN
TREASURE AND GOLD, THOUGH IT IS RUMORED THAT SOME WHO ENTER ARE NEVER
SEEN AGAIN. MAGIC IS SAID TO WORK IN,THE CAVE.

I WILL BE YOUR EYES
AND HANDS. DIRECT ME WITH COMMANDS OF 1 OR 2 WORDS. I SHOULD WARN

/YOU THAT I LOOK AT ONLY THE FfRST FIVE LETTERS OF EACH WORD, SO YOU'LL
. HAVE TO ENTER "NOTHEAST" AS "NE" TO DiSTINGUISH IT FROM.PNORTH".

(SHOULD YOU GET 'STUCK, TYPE "HELP" FOR SOME GENERAL HINTS. fOR INFOR-
.

MATION oN HOW TO'END youR ADVENTURE, ETC., TYPE "INFO".)

YOU ARE STANDING AT THE END/OF A ROAD BEFORE A SMALL BRICK BUILDING.
AROUND YOU IS A FOREST. A SMALL STREAM FLOWS OUT bF THE BUILDING AND
DOWN A GULLY.

(Comment WAndrews
What does everyone suggest for the first move?

Task-orierited. The program has set up the assumptions, goals, and rules

(or methods) of the gime. It also,sets up problematic conditions and seeks

directions from the players. The leader gives tae-L or two-word commands'to

the program. The commands, however, result irom group decisions. In this

game, it seems that the leadetwants a unanimous decision. She waits' until

everyone has agreed on a particular move before she gives any copmand to the
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program. The first Command is received and processed by the program:, The,

second command is not recognize. The leader suspends the comment mode in

,order to communicate with the program..

PHASE VI. PHASING'OUT

SOcial. The leader indicates that she'is having pioblems communicating

commands to the p4ogram. The participant who took the expert rolp in Phase

Iv takes over the discussion in order to solve these technical proWems.
177,

The leader and the other participants respond to the expert.

0 Q.

[Comment 27] Andrew;
, I'm having a probjem tel.ling the program that we will take the key.

4

[Comment 34) Porter
I think you need to go back to the program with a.CTRL-Z before giving
the tommand.

[Comment 421 Porter
In the words of the astronauts YI think we have a problem."

Now leaving: Andrews

[Comment 44] McPherson
- Shall we all leave?

'Your current participation is ended.

Task-oriented. The expert finally acknowledges, that a real problem
. , _

exitts. Each participant then logs off the system individually with no
.

,

ajaparent discussion. (Actually, the conferenCe. organizer goes to each!par-

ticipant's o1 firice ond asks him or her,io end the session.)
,

.1

,



TEST 4

TEAM WRITING

The document workspace in JIUB provides an environment in whicli'a group

. of people'can jointly Write anA edit a repott, paper, or other documga. A

test of this use of.the dooument workspace was attempted over a period'of

three weeks. The objective was for-three members of a research team to: write' .

a conference paper on the future of teletext. One meiber of the'team wrote

the fist draft in the document workspace and others were encouraged to work

on successive drofts by using the EDIT service in the document workspace.

This produced the following type of transcript:

The title of the, document is: r
IEEE Paper

The participants in the activity are:.

Porter "up Nielsen

and the document is stored in the fite:

IEEE.TXT

4,

You'haVe not seen comments and 9 changes.made s1nce.1-May-79. Please
indicate the date at which you wish to begin. If you-do not wish to '
see any of the past entries,.strike only the CR key.

.
1-MaY.-79

PAGE 1 LINE 16 Porter(Oog)' 1-May-79 4:59 PM INSERTED
.- In llis paper we address the following question: What Are the

l

ey'

'issues surrounding the development of teletext and viewdata in the .S.7

Some of these issues come-readily to mind, such at the adoption of i

standards. Our thesis, however, is that the number of issues involved .

Is in 'fact large, and that taken together they represent a great deal
of uncertainty about the future of teletext and Viewdata In this coun-
try. .

N..

,.,

PNGE 5 1INE 37 Porter(Org) 3-May779 4:22 PM REPLACED
also provides atcess to information. Rather that a passive medium,

. today's
.

.
. ...

WITH ,

/

also prOvides access to Information. RAtherithan a passive medium,'
v

today's,
r

,

...

f . %

. 3 4'
ell
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This test was no a structg4test like the preVious three teStS; it

was a test of the system for a real problem. it also encouatered a number

of fundamental communication problems that.led us to.redesign the document

workspace. 'We have thus not analyzed it as we have the structured tests;

weido, however, wiht to note the changes that it inspired in the docUment

'workspace.

The design of the document workspace proved too cumbersome. First,

there was not a clear focus on the editing process. Changes were unnumbered

and difficult to retrieve. Comments, on the other hand, were numbered.

'This created competition for the focus bqween an ordered transcript COM-

ments.and a less ordered series of*changes. .In the revised workspace, the

. changes are numbered And comments are attached to changes (that ise they ap-,

pear next to.and reference the change to which they refer).

Another problem that arose in our initial design was the length,of changes.

We had .not anticipated the long insertions that, in fact, occurred inAhis

test, A participant, reviewing changes, would be expecting a quick review

Of changes.andlind instead that one change was five pages'long. Thus, we

have given users the option of seeing a summary of Changes: if'a change .is

ten lines or less, it is printed in its entirety; if it is more than ten ,

lines, Only the first line is printed.

Another design modifIcatioh concerns sorting of,changes. Originally,
40(

changes were displayed in the order they were made. Now, they are sorted

by page and always displayed with,other changes on the same page.

Finally; we have added a summary of changes for each Session. Since

the Olianget are not actually numbered until the session is complete, it was

not-possible to attach comments to one's own changes. Now the user can get

a.list of numbered changes and make commendon these changes as.th4f"conclu-

sion of an.editing'session.

I

*

4.

A
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II

V.

A Research Agenda*

t,.

6

In the process ofanalyzing'these structured tests, we have looked

'.closely at the hardware, the social processes, the tasks, and the partici-
, A.

pants' own reflections on their experirce with HUB. Our analysis,raises

several issues about the ways in,which the HUB system might influence,

whether directly'or indirectlye the' communication pItterns of groups kn-
.

volved in computer modeling. Major issues include:: tlikt dibtinction be-

tween information exchange and understanding of that information, Ihe flow

' of'information in,the HUB system, the development of social roles in HUB,

the social role of the HUB systeft itself, and the reliability of doitimunil

cation. These issues provide an initial agenda for our research over the

nexttwo years.

ISSUE 1. IWORMATION EXCHANGE VS.,.J1NDEiSTANDING
. 1

Our.structured tests have brought out an important distinction to be

made in analyzing communication via any system: a System's capacitY to in-
4

crease the:amount of information exchaned-canot4imply-be-equated with

its Capacity to promote 'the genuine understanding of that informatiOn.

This distinttion was Central:to our Objectives:when designing the HUB sys-
OPtem: we wantedto develop a system'that would .provide accees to more com-

puter resources for more people. And at the same time, we wanted a strUc-
.

ture that would help people to better understand those pasources.

The'two structured tests dealihg with instruction hint at'some,ok the

problems that'might arise,it using the HUB system to promote understanding

, of dOmputer-based resources in modeling. In both the LI4P and NETED

a great deal of technical fhtormation was presented. One might assume that

ihis type of material would be more easily digested ilong with the real-'

time demonstration of the prograMs being explained." However, the pamtici-

pants seemed to understand relatively little at the end of the tests.

4,
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Several factors in int! "style" of Uaing the program workspace may account,
e

for t4s: the-speed of presentation, the lecture-style format, the lack of ",
4

hands-on interaction with the program, And the brevity of the test. Iry
t
both tests, the organizer ran the,program as a demonstration tool. Most

information was given either by the organizer or the program. The oar
Ferticipants addressed their questions and comments only to the organizer;

2

their participation ;:its minimal. At the end oi the NETpD test, parti.cipants

noted that,they mAht have learned more if they could have had a more active -

role in running and interacting with the prOgram themOelves. One partici-,

pant in NETED also Qggested that dealing with only a small amount of infor-
\,

In111111111111

lk
:nation seemed a better way to learn the NETED commands. This may Simply be

a problem of inforMation overload,.related to,the synchronous use of the

system in the tests. Increased participation may have helped; the quizaes

the organizer gave in both LISP and NETEDtseemed to indrease the4group's
f'

participation, as,well as their understanding of the information presented

to them.

The quiz results are misleading, however. In spite of a majority of

correct answers in the LISP test, for eXample, the participants expressed

confusion about,the overall'process of using LISP, including a basic lack

of understandingiabout WhatAt might be used for. This raises a fundamen-'

tal concern for us--HUB Might actually obscure a lack of understanding when

it exists.

No communication sysm can guarantee that-its userswill understand

each other. But the structured tests have suggestea sOme Specific patterns

for us to watch for is we test the HUB system over ,the next tw6sylars.
-""

THINGS TO WATCH FOR:

INFORMATION.EUHANGE VS. UNDERSTANDING

a.

4

The potential of HUB to obscuse a lack of understanding when
it exists.

letter landerstanding when discussion is less structured.

3,"

.

# $
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Communication that focuses on the-technical details-of the
modeling:process but not on underlying assumptions. .

HUB's tendency to foster.the "selling" of one perception
rather than a clomparison of.a variety ot perceptions..

InformatiOn overload in synchronous u4es of the sytem.

,
Discussions that 'raise a lot of issues .bift do not resolve
thempto anyone's satisfaction.

Better understanding when participants all have direct inter- k

action vdth, programs in the imogram workspace.

The',14tov,pf HUB to 'achieve a false consensus.

4p/04 ,

.

,

rl

66 ,Better UnderstandAng with group discussion than with strgc-
ture4 teacher-to-pupil communication.

.

1

a

ISSUE 2: TO FLOW OF INFORMATION

416 The flow of information in any communication environment van be mea-

sured in\t4rms.of: the pace.of, communication and the integration of infor-

mation, 4 exchange of information-among different activities and different

roles with'n those activities, the incorporation of informatiop from butside

of the imipe*ate enviro nment, and.thevrocessing of this information. One

objective'of he HUB design wes to promote the integration of Wormation

from the many a tivities that constitute the modeling process.0 Our previous
.1experience ylth P T conferences most often leads to a diverging flow of /

information\.-henceNLts value for activities such as braiestorming. However,

in the HUB ystem, weirped that the workSpaces wouId'facilitate the inte-
.

gration proc ss by focusIng the flow a information on a program or a work-
/ \

space; we al hoped that the HUB "switcherNwould serve to integrae acti-*

vities.

Of our structured tests, on the Adventure test involved both a PLANET

(conference and a program workspace. Because this was,a synchronous test.ift

which the participants were instructed\to accomplish=certain tasks in PLANET.

in preparation for the exercise in ths.p ograk workspace, we could expect a

high level of integration of the inforMati n in the two adtivities.: Most

of this informationconcerned role definitio and the use of the system:
4

.
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two roles that were defined in the PLANET conference (group leader and tech-

nical expert) were'transferred without furthlr discussion to the workspace.

evepyone entered the workspace with-the same-information about the

activity to occur there. 'Me transition was not smooth, du4-11technicall

problems, bq these problems did not inhibit the.flow of information. In

reai-world tests, of course, we might expect a wide variati7 in flaw of
,.

information. , .

%.

.

-.

In ali three tests, the floW"of information between the program being

run and partipipante using the program waslfunneled through a single person.

Yet in the Adventure test, there was.much more exchange of information
01,

among all the participants than'in:the two instructional tests. This pat7

tern may be linked.to (1) the gropp-task, ,(2) the leadership style, and

(4) the type of program being used. We suspect that the characteristics of

the Computer programs ased in HUB will play an important role in the inte-
,

gration or lack of integration of information. For,example, many of the

programs designed to-support structural modeling may prove to Ile integrative

However,.one task lor us in our field tests will be to define better .those

characteristics of programs that tend to toster integration.

,

'Regarding pace.of communication, participants in all the structured
dr

tests complained both Ouring.and after their sessions.about the frustratioh
t .

.of communication "in slow motion." The facts that most users weFe not

skilled typists, that the output Speed of the tevminals 3s fixed, and thata

transmissien'of a message does not begin until .the mess* has been compl te-
ly typed all help.to exPlain the perceived Slow pace of communication. A7
the same time, it is worth pointing out that'thisperCeption of Slow commu-

nication in HUB itt actuaili kielatiVbAudgment., In:all these structured
4%

.tests, communication was synchronous. Therefore, participants might instinC-
.

...

tively compare HUB with other more familiar forms of synchronous interactiOn

sugh.as face-to-face.or,telephoneconversation. In aiynchronous aommunica-

tion, or in synchronous CoMmunication in which the program,plays a more'J

4 active role in generating information, the pace of communication may be per-
.

ceived differently.

A final q0estion relite4 to 'information floW arose in the course.of.

the structured tests: . What atops the flow of information ih HMV How do,

9
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sessions end? In Adventure, the game ended

and HETED, however, the 'Organizer suggested

because of the slow pace of communication.

of"communication is.srpposed to relieve the
. .

face meetings, it may hiVe time constraints of its own. 'And these time

due to system failure. In LISP.
,.

ending the sessionsAartially

AlthoUgh a. computer;based medium
. ,

time constraints of face-to-

constraints may ultimately halt the flow of information in HUB:

The structured tests have.provided hints .of the patterns in.the flow

of information in HUH--hints that suggest sop* iteMs our research agenda '

should include. 4

ctf

THINGS TO WATCH FOR:
r.

THE FLOW.OF INFORMATION'
,

More intpgration of information among activities when synchro-
nous communication is emphasized.

More division of information'amonq workspaces,when asynchro-
nous communication is eMphasized.

.0 A greAter.tendency for information'to be funneled through one'
person when commpnication is primarily synchropous.

In asynchronous uses of the system, a tendency for the program
to generate more information than.do people..

A tendency for one person to dominate-the flow of information
if.he or she is more skilled in the use of theTrogr'am.

Less structured flow of information among'participants when
the program is simple and highly specific.

Mote structured flaw of information among participanis with
complex, general-purpose programs.

*

A tendendy to perceive the pace of communication as slow.when
information flow fr6m the program to the gioup is low; a ten-
'dency to perceive the.pace of communication as fast when the
prograM generates,.a lotof imformationliand a tendency for
Xhaae perceptions.to-be'exaggerated in synchronOus communica-
tion.

.4

1 o

1,

ft,

p.
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ISSUE:3 THE DEVELOPMENT or SOCIAL ROLES : 4

$1141

)The developsent df.socia/ rolea is Cruci'l to the modeling process

because such roles will determine who shares what inforMation with the

group'and how decisions about the. use of this information Are made: . The

roles Adopted,will ingluence both 'the flow of informatiOn and the degree to

which that informatiOn iS.,understood. gPB was designed tit allow people to

'express themselves is a variety,Of different roles and to develop and change
,

; these roles. This'flexibility in group process is necessary if HUB Js to

help"overcome sb6e of the Social-barriers in'modeling that arise amon4'indt-',

viduals who are.from different 14stitutions.and dftferent disciplines auld.
. .

A who have different habits.of s'ocial interaction.
,

w

(

. ,.;-.Our devymmentalmede of analyzing th.e structured tests has proven
,

"'well suited-to questions of oocial:r.oles.. By studying each Phase, we have
,

.
.

.

.

.been able to see what roles existed. By studying each series of phases--*..

ir*developmental scheme--we have watched these roles change through time

in a particularsituationt

4
In the Adventure test, we found a variety of roles developing in Phase

IV in PLANET: an.implicit leader, a'chosen leader, a technical expert, and

a .40llower.; To soM4 extent,. these rolee reflected the work relationships

lemong these participants at the'Institute. In NETED and LISP, hoWevery

roles were not as numerous: in,allphases. Oere were a teacher (the organ-

izer) and students. These students did not create.new roles whe.,

acting with each other. Unlike the roles forme'd in the Adventufe genie,

thoqe adopt- ed in the LISP and NETED tests,did not reflett armal relationships,
--

among the staff Metbers. The structure of the HUB activity may influence
tb,

..the nature.of social roles. .The PLANET conference used in preparation for

the Adventure game, which seemed io enchrage a_variety of roles, created a

very unitruct4Xed environment; the more' stiuctured program wor pace used
-

,

in.the 'LISP and NETEDtteststtgroduced &more rigid. pattern of i teractions.
,

.
... . 1.

.
.

,

,

_ The imsstlon change'.and development of roles also at se in the struc-
4

tureCteitSb7 In iapre and .NETED, wksaw very little change ih.the initiil

IteSchevretudent hierarchy established in the early Oases ofthe session.

: plOventure,,however,low foUnd trocliiinC:t patterns developing. 'in Ppase

.,..iV,.rprminwA.GToup,"an.a4tost.autoctatic hierarchy exisied. Essentially

6

410

u 1...
I 4

.
: I\

4 ' I

4.
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oh* pers6n, theamplicit leader, seemed-to influence most Ol theAlecisions.'
-

iater on, in Phase V, Gettinl'ouWith thi Game, a'more "democratic"

set of relations developed 'when- the Chosen leader.took charge. This shift
,

in role relatiOnsWas'essentialliy determined by a'change in leaderihip7a
..

shift.that,was the. result.OfLthechosen leaderqg speCial accees to the
.

Adventure program.

a

.

:In future-field testi, wp, intend to watch how roles, and:consequently,. . .

role'relations4-change. As a. sfartimg,point, we II ay Oarticular otten-,_
tion to possibilities thepretests have sugges ed,

,

THINGS TO NATCH'FOR:

THE'DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIAL ROLES

0

,Greater variety of roles in PLANET than in the-workspadeb.

,

ivities.cDifferent roles in different at
. . ,

A tendency for4.technical'evert to take a leadership roie if
the program is difficult to use.

A tendency for conflict to arise between the technical ewert.'
gua-leader and the formal leader.Nof ,the prolect.

1

a.

.

A tendency for roles to be definecrOy accets to a prograM.

Difficulties in maintaining a leadership role if everirone has
knowledge of end access to the program being used.

More structured reies.and role relationships in synchronous
than in asynchronous communication.

.Greater variety of roles when the program is simplipand speci-
fic; a tendency for e,,single dOminating.role with complex,-
generai-purpose programs.

u

likelihpOd.that roles and relationships formed.outside the
-conte*t oflipb wip be-more easily .recteated inJLANET than in
the program'wokkstiace.

Likeiihopd that tWiliAeltplopMent of rOles and ielptionships in
,

HUB,WillJolloW a different process accorditig ttrwhether parti-
cipants do or do not already know each other.

'I

'

.4
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ISSUE 4. THE SOCIAL ROLE OF THE, HUB SOFTWARE
,

We tried' to Aesign HUB.to be as eransparent as possible; we wanted

, people to, feel that thet were communicating within a.group rather than
.

4

*s" with a computer systei. At the same time, we hoped HUB would structure.

communication in-a way that would both,encourage particiRation and .guide

j.

people through complex activities:
. These objectives might seem almodt'...

mutually exclusive. Howevei, we have attempted to achieve the* by design-

ing a system that structures communic on in wdys that would be analogous,

to,mOre familiar forms of human interaction.. Our hope was that pattiCipants

would not find these structlikes disruptive in interpersonal communication.

The HUB.system appearsto play specific "roles in structuring communi-

cation. In Phase I, or Gaining Access, when TELENET'demands a mechanical

exchange of coded information, the yeerls probably very much aware of inter-
..

acting with acomputer system. 'In the second part of Phase I, however;'HUB.

' creates a more "human" exchange. In Phase II, the workspace prograi chosen,:
w

plays the role of a group coordinator. rn Phase III of some teats ( Setting

the Scene), the review feature of HUB can,be perceiied either as direct

-communicationsPith. another particippt or as communication via a computer

program that is "reporting° what other participarlis Mild. Finally, we
1

should emphasize one more feature ok HUBC the con ual updates of parti-

'cipant activity. Our analysis lthe structured ts suggests that thesi

increase each participant's,aw ness of communicating with
.

updates give participants information in "verbal" form thal

4.

updates tend to

a group.. These

k

is often expressed in nonverbal form in ordinary facie-to-face inteiaction.
.

For exaMple, they signal who is About to'send a message, who is joining the
,

groups an&who is planning onA.eaving. In an indonspicuouiway, these up-

dates add another dinmnsion to HUB communication: aside.from just tending,.

and receiving Messages one at a time, each participant oontinually-receives

information ibout the total group. This function of. HUB externalises some*

thing that is normally done internallyand evenssubcióOsciously--byeach

individual:

.111he impoitance 10the social role. of-HUB iottware.in theeModeltngipro-
,

ce400.8 an unknown. We aUspect that. it might nfluence userelercOptions .

*

of the credibiliiy and accessibility of the yarious a iv4tiel. /t might

*

ita

134

9,
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also-influencil'ugers!-perbeptions of their reeponsibility in carrying out

those adtivitleS: .Prom the limited dattC.Of.these preliminary testti, we
A

have made.some speculationqj
w

"-THINGS .TO WATCH ,F812:

THE 'SOCIAL ROLE OF THE HUB SOFTWARE

AY

More conscious attention to,group proceSs as a'result.of
information provided by HUB.

A tendency to think otHOB as a human-like participant.cap-
able of initiating--and therefore taking responsibility for--

-some of the activitieS.

A tendency to assume that HUB will "manage" the communica-
tion-process', with frustrations arising when it does not.

A tendency fdi users to "blame" HUB for limits on the flow°
of inkorm4ion that are actually imposed by style decisions
of,the users (or ohe of the users). --- ,
'A belief that HUB does not influence the understanding of
information.

4

Different roles for HUB in different situations; HUB will
probably be most conspicuous as a social actor insynchron-
ous communication.

ISSUE 5: RELIABILITY OF COMMUNICATION

How people:perceive the reliability of the HUB system will greatly

affbct howHmuch it j.s used, when it is used, how information excharige4 in

HUB,is percieved, and how reliable !the social relationships maintained in,

HUB Seem to be for the task at hand. In choosing a computer operating By?-

, Itelm,Aour objeiAive was to find one with as few restrictions as possible for

interactive cOmmunication. Therefore, we iMplementedHUB.under.kTENEX on a

PDP-10 computer at Bolt Beranek and Newman In BOston taópessed through

TELENET)..ihioughbut the Structured tests, we were continually reminded.,

that in making.this choice we hid achived flexibility but sabrificed reli-,

ibility. 94,

P.
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The network's lack of reliability did effect attitudes toward commu-

nication in HUB. Participants in the.structured tests found the computer's

unpredictable behavior frustrating and inconvenient.. It also influenced

the developmeftt of a social roles the technical.expert gained considerable

power as a result of system failures.
A

Although the role of the transcript was never directly discussed by

participants in the structurecrtests, their perceptions of reliability of

HUB coMmunication may be enhanced by the availability of transcripts. Re-

gardless of disruptions that might occur in the process of communication,
,

4users can always turn to a transcript to find a record of what heuvgone on.

.This record allows users to confirm, synthesize, and reflect on the infor-

mation exchange through HUB. When A paper-printing terminal is used, these

"transcripts are immediately available. If a terminal that displays the

interaction on A screen is uded, a transcript.can be requested through the

review procedure in HUB.

A

Based on'our experiences.of the reliability of communication in the

structured iests, we expect certain patterns to emerge with future use of

the.HUBliVstem.

THINGS TO WATCH FOR:

RELIABILITY OF COMMUNICATION

More status for technical experts when syiltem reliability is

Improved perception of reliability when a technical expert is
piesent.

Lower credibility of the qomputer programs being uied when system
reliability is low.. -

(7

Improved perceptions of reliability when interaotion is predomi-
nately asynchronous; poor perceptians,of reliability when it is
primarily synchronous.

' A tendenak,for perceivild reliability to improve as users becOme
more experienced.

'4
4'

1
,

,
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A.proportional.relationsbip between'the perceived reliability,
of the system and the frequency of its use.

More emphasis on,problem solving as-opposed to "notepad" uses
of the system when perceivea reliability is high.

Improved perceptions of reliability when the.group uses Vle
REVIEW featUre frequently.

A teddency for those who are unfamiliar with the substantive
issues of the activity to be more concerned about-reliability
than those who are very knowledgeable.

AN AGENDA-IN-PRCGRESS

The purpose of these preliminary tests has been to provide a focus.for

our research over the next two years. Thp five issues discussed above cOn-

stitute such a focusan initial agerida for our research. But even before

we begin to observe the use of HUB by modeling groups, we realize that this

focus is.perhaps too narre?w. (The.structured tests were designed to bring .

out communication issues Primarily; but our overall.analysis will also need

to include issue's of modeAngomethodoiogy. .Also, we suspect that several

other issues.will emelve once we step into the "real world." And the list

of "things to watch for" in each issue will expand, too..Thu our. researCh

agenda is an agenda-in-progress. Our approach to evaluation wiiJi. be con-

stantly to revise our conlrns and expectations as our experience grows; we ,

feel that this "evolutionary" Oesign. Will ultimately provide a very rich

picture of effective and ineff4ctive'ways to use HUB in the modeling process.

4'

1,1

4
4
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